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It is well-known that the nonnegative solutions of the semilinear heat equation
ut=2u+(1+u)(log (1+u));, with ;>1,
blow up in a finite time T (depending on the initial data, assumed to be large
enough). This equation is interesting because it exhibits in different ;-ranges the
three most typical blow-up behaviours for solutions of nonlinear parabolic equa-
tions. Indeed, we consider radialy symmetric solutions and show that for ;>2
single-point blow-up occurs, for ;<2 blow-up is global, and for ;=2 we have
regional blow-up.
Moreover, the analysis shows that the precise asymptotic behaviour is described
by a nonconstant self-similar blow-up solution of the first-order HamiltonJacobi
equation
Ut=
|{U| 2
1+U
+(1+U)(log (1+U));.
This means that both equations are asymptotically equivalent near blow-up. This
type of asymptotic ‘‘degeneracy’’ of a parabolic equation into a first-order equation
is actually proved for a more general class of quasilinear heat equations.  1996
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1. Introduction
We study the asymptotic blow-up behaviour of nonnegative solutions of
a class of quasilinear heat equations including the semilinear equation with
mildly superlinear reaction term
ut=2u+(1+u)(log(1+u)); (1.1)
Here ;>1 is a fixed constant and 2 denotes the Laplace operator in RN,
N1. We consider solutions u=u(x, t)0 of (1.1) defined in a strip
S=0_(0, T), where 0 is either RN or a ball BR=[x # RN : |x|<R],
R>0, with zero Dirichlet data. It is well-known that under the assumption
that the initial function u(x, 0) is large enough the solutions to such
problems blow-up in a finite time T, in the sense that
sup
x
u(x, t)   as t  T<, (1.2)
and u(x, t) is uniformly bounded in 0_(0, T $) with any T $ # (0, T ). T is
then called the ( finite) blow-up time of the solution.
In a previous work [GV2] we focussed on ;=2 as a critical case with
respect to the mode of blow-up. Thus, we considered there the one-dimen-
sional Cauchy problem with some bell-shaped initial data and showed that
blow-up occurs in a finite interval of minimal length 2?, so-called regional
blow-up. As explained there, regional blow-up should be considered as a
transition behaviour between single point blow-up, which occurs for
stronger reaction terms (in particular, for u p with p>1 or eu), and global
blow-up, occurring for weaker reaction. If we decrease further the reaction
rate we end up with equations which do not exhibit blow-up. See [GV2]
for a discussion and an extended list of references to previous results.
Here we make a comparative study of the blow-up behaviour in the
whole parameter range 1<;<, giving a complete description of the
behaviour in the sub-ranges ;=2, ;>2 and 1<;<2 mentioned above.
Our study is based on dynamical systems ideas already used in [GV1] and
[GV2]. We find exact blow-up patterns that differ from the ones known
for the typical nonlinear heat equations already studied in the literature
like ut=2u+u p, ut=2u+eu, or ut=2um+u p, with m>1 and p>1.
Thus, these patterns are found as stationary solutions of some nonlinear
HamiltonJacobi equation, which controls the asymptotics. Finally, let us
add that the asymptotic profiles are independent of the dimension N.
We remind the reader that for ;1 there is no blow-up and that for the
Cauchy problem with ;>(N+2)N blow-up occurs only for large initial
data, cf. [Fu] or the survey paper [L].
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Next we will describe our assumptions, main results and techniques. We
assume throughout the following conditions on the class of solutions:
(H1) the solution is radially symmetric, i.e. u=u(r, t) with r=|x|,
and
(H2) u(r, t) is nonincreasing in r for fixed t # (0, T ), at least for some
t1rT.
1.1. Analysis of the Blow-Up Set. (i) We consider the initial and
boundary-value problem (IBVP) in S=BR_(0, T ) with Dirichlet bound-
ary condition
u=0 on BR_(0, T ), (1.3)
and some bounded continuous nontrivial initial data u0(r)0. For this
problem with ;>2 we have single point blow-up and the blow-up set,
defined as
B=B(u0)=[x : _ sequences [xn]  x and [tn]  T
such that u(xn , tn)   as n  ], (1.4)
consists of a unique point: B=[0].
(ii) The case 1<;<2 corresponds to global blow-up for the Cauchy
problem (briefly CP), posed for 0=RN with bounded initial data
u0(r)0, i.e. B=RN. Let us mention the paper [La] where global blow-up
for the same equation in a bounded domain 0/RN with zero Dirichlet
boundary condition has been proved by a different approach.
(iii) In the critical case ;=2 we prove for the CP that B$[ |x|?],
i.e., there is at least regional blow-up. For N=1 it is proved in [GV2] that
B=[ |x|?]. For N>1 such exact result remains an open question.
We remark that this type of results has a more general nature and
applies to a wide class of ‘‘weakly quasilinear’’ heat equations. In order to
show this we choose one of the examples already discussed in [G],
[GKS1], namely the family of quasilinear degenerate heat equations
ut=div[(log(1+u))_ {u]+c0(1+u)(log(1+u));(_+1)&_, (1.5)
where _>0, ;>1 are constants and c0>0. For convenience we set
c0=(_+1)&;. Putting _=0 in (1.5) yields the semilinear equation (1.1). In
the next sections we will study the more general equations (1.5). The above
classification is still valid for the family (1.5).
In fact, the results for (1.5) have the interest of showing the stability of
asymptotic properties of solutions to the semilinear equation (1.1) with
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respect to nonlinear perturbations of the equation leading to a quasilinear
equation of the type (1.5). See also discussions in [GKS1] and [SGKM,
Chapter 6].
1.2. Convergence to a HamiltonJacobi Equation. We continue the
description of the blow-up behaviour. A second type of result, striking in
our opinion, is as follows: the blow-up behaviour of the solutions discussed
above is governed by the nonlinear first-order equation of HamiltonJacobi
type
Ut=
log_(1+U)
1+U
|{U| 2+c0(1+U) log#(1+U) (1.6)
(with #=;(_+1)&_), which for equation (1.1) reduces to
Ut=
|{U| 2
1+U
+(1+U) log;(1+U). (1.7)
A formal analysis of this fact and corroborating numerical results were first
exposed in [GKMS], [Sa], see also the book [SGKM, Chapter 4]. We
will show that the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions to (1.5) is given
by a certain self-similar solution of (1.6) of the form
U
*
(r, t)=E[(T&t)&1(;&1) S
*
(!)], (1.8)
with
!=
r
(T&t)m
, m=
;&2
2(;&1)
, (1.9)
and the function E(v) in (1.8) is given by
E(v)=exp[[(_+1)v]1(_+1)]&1 for v0, (1.10)
so that E(v)=ev&1 if _=0. Substituting (1.8) into (1.6), we obtain that
the function S
*
0 solves the following nonlinear first-order ordinary dif-
ferential equation
A(S)#(S!)2&mS!!&
1
;&1
S+S ;=0 for !>0, (1.11)
valid for all _0. The asymptotic equivalence of equations (1.5) and (1.6)
(resp. (1.1) and (1.7)) is expressed by the convergence as t  T of the
rescaled function
%(!, t)=(T&t)1(;&1) E&1[u(!(T&t)m, t)] (1.12)
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(E &1 denotes the inverse function to E) towards a profile S
*
(!), solution
of (1.11). This profile must also satisfy the symmetry condition S$!(0)=0.
Let us state our main result on the asymptotic behaviour of single point
blow-up for equation (1.1) and case ;>2, where single point blow-up occurs.
Notice that in this case the fact that a symmetric solution, nonincreasing
in r, blows up as t  T only at the origin r=0 and that the final-time
profile u(r, T) is bounded for any small r>0 can be proved by the method
of [FM] (by the way, a slight modification [GP] of the method [FM]
applies to the quasilinear equation (1.5), ;>2, see Section 4 below). Here
we obtain a precise quantitative version of these facts, establishing exact
asymptotic profiles and rates of divergence.
Theorem A. Let ;>2 and let T # (0, ) be the finite blow-up time for
the IBVP for (1.1) and assume that (H1), (H2) hold. Then:
(i) There exists a solution of (1.11), S
*
(!)>0, S
*
const, such that
as t  T
%(!, t)  S
*
(!) uniformly in !. (1.13)
(ii) The final-time profile near the origin has the form
u(r, T)=exp[c
*
r&2(;&2)(1+o(1))] as r  0, (1.14)
where the constant c
*
>0 depends only on ;.
In particular, (1.13) means that v=E&1(u) blows up with a rate
O((T&t)&1(;&1)). We observe that c
*
in the final-time profile (1.14)
satisfies
41(;&2)(;&2)(;&1)&;(;&2)c
*
\ 4;&2+
1(;&2)
. (1.15)
The convergence result (1.13) is also true for ; # (1, 2] (but we need an
extra assumption on the behaviour of u0 at , see Remark 4.2). Notice
that since we have either regional or global blow-up the question of final-
time profile like (1.14) does not make sense when ;2.
1.3. A Dynamical Systems Approach. Let us now give an explanation of
the appearance of the HamiltonJacobi equation (1.6) in the limit of
parabolic equation (1.5) as t  T. Setting
u(x, t)=E(v(x, t)), (1.16)
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where E(v) is given by (1.10), transforms (1.5) into the quasilinear
parabolic equation
vt=F(v) 2v+|{v| 2+v;. (1.17)
Here
F(v)=[(_+1)v]_(_+1). (1.18)
The rescaled function (1.12) then has the form
%(!, {)=(T&t)1(;&1) v(!(T&t)m, t), (1.19)
where the new time { is defined by {= &log(T&t) and satisfies {   as
t  T. We finally arrive at the equation
%{=A(%)+e&+{F(%) 2%, (1.20)
where +=1(_+1)(;&1)>0 and A is the HamiltonJacobi operator
(1.11).
Thus, equation (1.20) for the rescaled function % can be viewed as an
exponentially small (as {  ) parabolic perturbation of the autonomous
nonlinear HamiltonJacobi equation
h{=A(h). (1.21)
The transformation h=(T&t)1(;&1) E&1(U), inverse to (1.16), (1.19),
yields the HamiltonJacobi equation (1.6). The proof of the asymptotic
equivalence (as {  ) of equations (1.20) and (1.21) is essentially based
on a general result on |-limits of perturbed dynamical systems introduced
in [GV1]. We prove that a certain reduced |-limit set of HamiltonJacobi
equation (1.21) is uniformly stable. In view of the results of [GV1, Theorem
3], this makes it possible to pass to the limit {   in the parabolic
equation (1.20) to get the convergence of the solution %( } , {) to the unique
stationary solution S
*
( } )const of (1.21) thus satisfying A(S
*
)=0.
Plan of the Paper. In the sequel we will formulate our results for the
more general equation (1.5). In doing that two limit values of ; will
appear, namely
;1=max[1, 2_(_+1)] and ;2=(2_+1)(_+1).
For _=0 both equal 1. We will also keep the folowing agreement: in the
case ;>2, where single-point blow-up occurs, we consider without loss of
generality the IBVP. If ;2 and the blow-up set (1.4) is expected to have
an a priori unkown nonzero measure, it is more natural to begin by study-
ing the CP.
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Our study begins with a section devoted to weaken the requirement of
eventual monotonicity (H2). Exact bounds of the L-norm and the limit
profile are proved in Sections 35. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to the
uniform stability analysis of the HamiltonJacobi equation (1.21), which
makes it possible to prove the convergence (1.13) in Theorem A, and a
similar result for ;2, see Theorem 7.5 and Remark 7.2. Finally, in Sec-
tion 8 we derive the final-time profile for ;>2 and prove (1.14) by using
a certain compactness argument to extend known asymptotic behaviour on
arbitrary compact subsets in the self-similar variable ! into small subsets in
the original spatial variable r.
2. Eventual Monotonicity of Large Solutions
In this preliminary section we weaken condition (H2). Firstly, we notice
that, by the Strong Maximum Principle for a uniformly parabolic equation
like (1.1), condition (H2) implies that ur(r, t)<0 for r>0 and all
t # (t1 , T ). It is also clear that the condition holds if u0(r) is nonincreasing.
Here we will use the method of Intersection Comparison with respect to
the particular solution
UT (t)=exp[[(;&1)(T&t)]&1(;&1)]&1,
i.e., the flat solution having the same blow-up time, to prove that under the
milder assumption
(H3) u0(r) intersects the level UT (0) at a unique point r=r0>0,
the following condition holds:
(H2$) there exists a constant M0>0 such that u(r, t) is decreasing in
r for trT on the subset [u(r, t)M0].
(Cf. a similar result for extinction in finite time in Section 10 of [GV3]).
In other words, a solution u(r, t) which could have according to (H3) an
arbitrary number of maxima and minima for t=0 becomes a monotone
function in r on any subset where u(r, t)r1 for all t close to T. This will
hopefully convince the reader that our convenient technical assumption
(H2) is not too restrictive. Moreover, in several cases of our study condi-
tion (H2$) is sufficient for the asymptotic analysis of blow-up solutions.
As usual, the result has a more general scope. Actually, it is valid for
quite general quasilinear heat equations of the form
ut=div(k(u) {u)+f (u), (2.1)
where k(u) # C([0, )) & C 1((0, )), f (u) # C1([0, )) are given functions
assumed to be positive and smooth enough for u>0, k(0)0, f (0)=0. We
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consider for (2.1) the IBVP and assume that T is the corresponding finite
blow-up time. This implies that the source term in (2.1) has to satisfy
1 dsf (s)<, and hence we can determine the flat solution UT (t),
U$T=f (UT) for t # [0, T ), UT (T )=, (2.2)
having the same blow-up time.
Theorem 2.1. With the above notations, (H3) implies (H2$).
Proof. It is similar to the proof in Section 10 of [GV3] for a
quasilinear degenerate heat equation with strong absorption. We describe
briefly the main steps of the proof. For a fixed t # [0, T ) denote by JT (t)
the number of intersections for r # (0, R) of the profiles u(r, t) and UT (t).
Then since by (H3) JT (0)=1 and w#u&UT<0 on BR_(0, T ), we have
by the Strong Maximum Principle (see the references in [A], [GV2],
[GV3]) that JT (t) does not increase in time, i.e., JT (t)1 for t # (0, T ).
Moreover, since both solutions u and UT have the same blow-up time, we
conclude that
JT (t)#1 for t # (0, T ). (2.3)
Without loss of generality we may now assume that u(r, t) is a classical
solution. The case of degenerate equation (2.1) with k(0)=0 is studied in
a similar way by using a preliminary approximation of the weak solution
u(r, t) by a sequence [u=(r, t)] of classical positive solutions satisfying
uniformly parabolic regularized problems and by passing to the limit.
Applying the Strong Maximum Principle [F] to the parabolic equation
ut=
1
rN&1
(rN&1k(u) ur)r+f (u) (2.4)
and to a linear parabolic equation for the derivative z=ur ,
zt=\ 1rN&1 (rN&1k(u)z)r+ r+f $(u)z, (2.5)
we deduce as in [GV3] that the unique intersection curve
[r=rT (t), t # [0, T )] with rT (0)=r0 is continuous, and also for small
{1>0 and =>0,
u(r, {1)>UT ({1) for r<rT ({1), (2.6)
u(r, {1)UT ({1) for rrT ({1), (2.7)
ur(r, {1)<0 in [ |r&rT ({1)|<=]. (2.8)
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By continuity it follows from (2.6)(2.8) that for an arbitrary small $>0
the function u(r, {1) intersects UT $(t) with T $=T&$ at a unique point r=
rT $({1) and (2.6)(2.8) hold with T replaced by T $.
Thus, JT $({1)=1 and hence
JT $(t)1 for every t # ({1 , T&$). (2.9)
Since the solutions u(r, t) and UT $(t) have now different blow-up times,
T>T $, we conclude that there exists
t
*
=inf[t # (0, T ) : u(r, t)UT $(t) for r0] # (0, T). (2.10)
This implies that the intersection curve [r=rT $(t)] is well-defined for
t # [{1 , t*) and z=ur0 for r=rT $(t), t # ({1 , t*). The proof of the fact that
rT $(t)  0 as t  t* , t<t* , (2.11)
is quite the same as in [GV3, Section 10]. Taking now T"=T+$ by the
same technique we have that z0 for r=rT"(t) and rT $(t)<rT"(t) on
({1 , t*). Finally, we have that z(r, {1)0 for r # (rT $({1), rT"({1)) and z0
on the lateral boundary of the domain (rT $(t), rT"(t))_({1 , t*). Hence by
the Maximum Principle for equation (2.5) we conclude that
ur(r, t)0 for r # (rT $(t), rT"(t)), t # ({1 , t*). (2.12)
Using (2.11) yields
ur(r, t*)0 for r # (0, rT"(t*)),
which by the Maximum Principle for (2.5) implies that
ur(r, t)0 for r # (0, rT"(t)) for all t # (t* , T ). (2.13)
We observe that u(rT"(t), t)=UT"(t)  UT"(T )< as t  T, where
UT"(T)r1 if $>0 is small enough. Thus, (2.13) implies (H2$) with
M0=2UT"(T ). K
Remark 2.1. The method of the proof directly applies to the Cauchy
problem in RN_(0, T ) with a bounded initial function u0( |x| ) satisfying
(H3) and
lim sup u0( |x| )<UT (0) as |x|  . (2.14)
In view of Theorem 2.1 without loss of generality we now assume that for
general quasilinear degenerate equation (1.5) the initial function satisfies
u$0(r)<0 in [r>0] & [u0>0]. (2.15)
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By shifting a bit the origin in time we may also suppose that by known
properties of weak solutions [K]
u0(r) is regular enough on any compact subset of [u0>0]. (2.16)
3. First Estimates
In this section we derive bounds of L-norm of the rescaled function
(1.19). We consider the IBVP for equation (1.5), but all results are true for
the CP. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that we may assume that
u(r, t) (v(r, t)) is nonincreasing in r0 for t # [0, T), (3.1)
and (2.16) holds. Indeed, in view of (H2$) a possible nonmonotonicity of
u(r, t) on the set [uM0] (where u(r, t) is uniformly bounded) is not
important for the asymptotic behaviour of the blow-up solution as t  T.
The first lower bound is a straightforward consequence of intersection
comparison of the solution v(r, t) satisfying (1.17) with the corresponding
flat solution
VT (t)=k;(T&t)&1(;&1), k;=(;&1)&1(;&1), (3.2)
having the same blow-up time T as v. Indeed, by the Strong Maximum
Principle, for any t # [0, T ) they must intersect each other, whence the
following
Proposition 3.1. Let _0 and ;>1. For any t # [0, T)
(T&t)1(;&1) &v( } , t)&>k; . (3.3)
We proceed now with an upper bound.
Proposition 3.2. Let _0, ;>;1=max[1, 2_(_+1)] and assume
that (H3) holds. Then
(T&t)1(;&1) &v( } , t)&k;[1+/(T&t)], (3.4)
where as s=T&t  0
/(s)={O(s
1(#&1) |log s| )
O(s(#&_)(#&1))
for ;;2=(2_+1)(_+1),
for ; # (;1 , ;2).
(3.5)
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Proof. We follow the technique used in [GV2] where further details
are given. It is based on the method of stationary states (cf. [SGKM,
Chapter 7] and [GKS2], [GV2]), and consists of several steps.
Step 1. Stationary solutions. We introduce the family of stationary
solutions [U(r; *)] of equation (1.5) satisfying for a given constant *r1
the problem
r1&N(rN&1 log_(1+U) Ur)r+c0(1+U) log#(1+U)=0 for r>0, (3.6)
Ur(0; *)=0, U(0; *)=*. (3.7)
Here #=;(_+1)&_>1. In order to study the behaviour of U(r; *) in the
positivity domain for *r1 we make the rescaling
U(r; *)=*V( y; *), y=rc120 log
: *; :=
;(_+1)&2_
2
>0. (3.8)
Then the function V* solves the problem
2V+V=8(V, *) for y>0, (3.9)
Vy(0; *)=0, V(0; *)=1, (3.10)
where the operator 8 in the right-hand side of (3.9) has the form
8(V, *)= &y1&N {yN&1 _log
_(1+*V)
log_ *
&1& Vy=y
&{\1*+V+
log#(1+*V)
log# *
&V= . (3.11)
One can see that for a given smooth nonnegative function G( y) there holds
8(G, *)  0 as *   (3.12)
uniformly on any compact subset where G>0. Hence, by continuous
dependence of the solution to the ordinary differential equation
y1&N( yN&1Vy)y+V=0 upon a small perturbation of the right-hand side,
we conclude that in the domain of positivity
V( y; *)  V*( y) as *  , (3.13)
where V* solves the problem
y1&N( yN&1Vy*)y+V*=0 for y>0,
(3.14)
Vy*(0)=0, V*(0)=1.
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Denote by y
*
>0 the first zero of V*( y) and set for convenience V
*
=0 for
yy
*
. Then we may conclude that the convergence (3.13) is uniform on
any compact subset [0, c]/[0, y
*
) and also the first zero y0(*) of the
function V( y; *) satisfies
y0(*)  y* as *  . (3.15)
Using the transformation inverse to (3.8), we then arrive at the following
behaviour for *r1 in the positivity domain:
U(r; *)r*V*(rc120 log: *), (3.16)
and the first zero r0(*) of U(r; *) satisfies
r0(*)=y*c
&12
0 (log *)
(2_&;(_+1))2  0 as *  . (3.17)
It follows from (3.16) and the above results on continuous dependence for
the problem (3.9), (3.10) that as *  
Ur(r0(*); *)rc120 *(log *): Vy*( y*)  &. (3.18)
We set for convenience U(r; *)#0 for rr0(*).
Step 2. Intersection Comparison. We now state a general result of the
method of stationary states, cf. [SGKM, p. 424] and [GKS2].
Proposition 3.3. Let _0 and ;>;1 . Then for trT
u(r, t)U(r; u(0, t)) for all r0. (3.19)
Proof. For a fixed large *r1 and t # [0, T ) denote by J*(t) the number
of intersections for r # (0, r0(*)) of the solutions u(r, t) and U(r; *). Then it
follows from (3.16)(3.18) and assumed regularity of u0(r) that J*(0)=1,
and hence by a standard intersection comparison argument
J*(t)1 for t # [0, T ). (3.20)
One can see that (3.20) implies (3.19) for t=t* such that u(0, t*)=*, see
details in e.g. [GV2]. Since *r1 is arbitrary, (3.19) follows for all trT. K
Remark 3.1. It follows from (3.16) that if :<0, i.e.,
_>1, 1<;<
2_
_+1
, (3.21)
then as *  
U(r; *)   uniformly on any compact subset in RN. (3.22)
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If ;=2_(_+1), _>1, then as *  
U(r; *)   uniformly on any compact subset of [ |x|<y
*
c&120 ].
(3.23)
Thus, we have that in the case (3.21) the IBVP for (1.5) admits the global
in time solution u(x, t) for arbitrary bounded initial data u0 . Indeed, in
view of (3.22) we have that for *r1 there holds u0U in BR , and hence
by comparison uU in S, i.e. u does not blow-up. Therefore under
hypotheses (3.21) we have to consider the Cauchy problem for equation
(1.5) which is known to admit a blow-up solution for an arbitrary u00
provided that 1<;<_+1+2N, see [G] and [SGKM, p. 217].
Similarly, in the critical case ;=2_(_+1), _>1, blowing up solutions
exist either in the CP or in the IBVP with R large enough, namely
R>y
*
c&120 ; see (3.23) and (3.16)(3.18) with :=0.
It is interesting to notice that by passing to the limit as t  T in (3.19)
with :<0 and using (3.16), (3.22) and (3.3) we easily arrive at our first
result on global blow-up.
Corolary 3.4. Assume that (3.21) holds. Then in the CP we have
B=RN, and u(r, t)   as t  T uniformly on the subset [ |x|
1
2 (;&1)
: c&120 |log(T&t)|
&:].
Integrating inequality (3.19) over BR and using (3.16) yield a lower
estimate on the L1-norm of the solution.
Corollary 3.5. If _0 and ;>;1 , then as t  T
&u( } , t)&1&U( } ; u(0, t))&1=c1
u(0, t)
(log u(0, t)):N
(1+o(1))  , (3.24)
where the constant c1=c&N20 &V*&1 depends on _, ; and N.
Step 3. Ordinary Differential Inequality for an Energy Function. For a
given l # (0, R) denote by ,(x)>0 in Bl the first eigenfunction of the
problem
2,+*1,=0 in Bl , ,=0 on Bl , (3.25)
where *1>0 is the corresponding first eigenvalue. We assume that
&,&L1(Bl)=1. Then multipying Equation (1.5) by , in L
2(Bl) and inte-
grating by parts, we deduce that the local weighted energy
E(t)=(u(t), ,)#|
Bl
u(x, t) ,(x) dx (3.26)
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satisfies the following inequaity (cf. [GV2])
dE
dt
( f (u), ,)&*1((u), ,) for t>0, (3.27)
where
f (u)=c0(1+u) log#(1+u)&c0 u log# u as u  , (3.28)
(u)=|
u
0
log_(1++) d+&u log_ u as u  . (3.29)
Since by assumption #>_, we have that for arbitrarily large A>1 there
exists a constant MA>0 such that
(u)MA+}(u) f (u) for all u0, (3.30)
where
}(u)=[A+[log(A+u)]#&_]&1r(log u)_&# as u  .
Substituting (3.30) into (3.27), we have that
dE
dt
&CA+( f (u), ,) for t>0, (3.31)
where CA=*1MA and
f (u)= f (u)(1&*1}(u)). (3.32)
Since the function f (u) is strictly convex, we have that the same is true for
f (u) provided that Ar1. Hence, using Jensen’s inequality for convex func-
tions, we derive from (3.31) the following ordinary differential inequality
dE
dt
 &CA+ f (E) for t>0. (3.33)
From (3.17) and (3.24) we conclude that as t  T
E(t)
,(0)
2
&U( } ; u(0, t))&1=c2
u(0, t)
(log u(0, t)):N
(1+o(1))  , (3.34)
where c2= 12c1,(0). It then follows from (3.33) and (3.32) that for trT
dE
dt
 &CA+c0E(log E)# [1&*1(log E)_&# (1+o(1))]. (3.35)
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Integrating this inequality over (t, T ) and using that E(T)= by (3.34),
we conclude that for trT
c0(#&1)(T&t)(log E)1&# _1+ *1(#&1)(2#&(_+1)) (log E)_&# (1+o(1))& .
(3.36)
Step 4. Proof of Proposition 3.2. Substituting estimate (3.34) into
(3.36) we have the inequality
c0(#&1)(T&t)
(log u)1&# _1+A1 log log ulog u (1+o(1))+A2(log u)_&# (1+o(1))& ,
(3.37)
where u denotes u(0, t) and A1 , A2 are some positive constants. One can
see by using transformation (1.16) that (3.37) implies (3.4) with /(s)=o(1)
as s  0. Two different estimates of / in (3.5) follow from the asymptotic
comparison of two small perturbations in square brackets in the right-hand
side of (3.37), which yields the following cases: _&#&1 and
_&#>&1. K
4. Upper Bounds for the Asymptotic Profiles: Single Point Blow-Up
In this section we consider the quasilinear Equation (1.5) and prove sharp
upper bounds of the behaviour as t  T. As usual we consider two cases.
4.1. The IBVP with ;>2.
Lemma 4.1. Let _0, ;>2, and assume that (H1), (H2) hold. Then the
solution of the IBVP satisfies:
(i) The final-time profile is such that
u(r, T )exp[(c+ r2)&1(_+1)(;&2) (1+o(1))] as r  0, (4.1)
where c+= 14 (;&2)(_+1)
2&;.
(ii) The rescaled function (1.19) is bounded above as {  :
%(!, {)_k2&;; +;&24 !2+o(1)&
&1(;&2)
(4.2)
uniformly on compact subsets in !.
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Proof. We use the idea of a gradient estimate given in [FM] for semi-
linear equations (2.1) with k#1 and which was adapted for general
quasilinear equations, see [GP] and the references therein. We consider
the auxiliary function on solutions of (1.5)
J(r, t)=rN&1k(u) ur+rNF(u), (4.3)
where k(u)=log_(1+u) and F(u) is a smooth nonnegative function to be
determined later. Without loss of generality we now assume that u(r, t) is
a smooth positive classical solution. If _>0 and u is a weak compactly
supported solution, then the same calculations are made first for
regularized solutions and the final results are proved by passing to the
limit, see [GP] for details. Thus, J solves the equation
Jt=kJrr+b Jr+c J+rNF 2q, (4.4)
where
b =
k$
krN&1
(J&rNF )&
N&1
r
k, (4.5)
c =&
Nk$F
k
&2F $&
r2&NF"
k
J+
2r2FF"
k
+
(k$f )$
k
, (4.6)
q=
k$
k \N&
f
F++\2 log F&
f
F+
$
&r2
F"
k
. (4.7)
It then follows from (4.4) that J satisfies the following parabolic differential
inequality
JtkJrr+b Jr+c J, (4.8)
provided that
q(u, r)0 for all u>0, r0. (4.9)
Therefore by the Maximum Principle [F] we conclude that under
hypothesis (4.9) the function J satisfies
J(r, t)0 in BR_(0, T ), (4.10)
provided that
J(r, 0)0 in (0, R), (4.11)
J(R, t)0 in (0, T ). (4.12)
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The optimal choice of the function F(u) such that (4.9) holds plays a key
role in the proof of sharp upper bounds via the integration of inequality
(4.10). This choice is different in two cases.
Semilinear Case: _=0. Then k#1 and inequality (4.9) has the simplest
form
q#\2 log F& fF+
$
&r2F"0. (4.13)
Assuming now that
F $(u)>0, F"(u)0 for u>0, (4.14)
we arrive at the inequality
q~ (u)#\2 log F& fF+
$
0 for u>0.
which in general has the optimal solution
F(u)&F0(u)=
f (u)
2 log f (u)
as u  , (4.15)
cf. [GP]. In view of (4.15) we set
F(u)=
B+f (u)
2(C+log(B+f (u)))
for u>0, (4.16)
where B, C>1 are large constants so that F(u)rF0(u) for ur1 and (4.14)
holds. Then
q~ (u)#
2Bf $
(B+ f )2 {1&(C+log(B+ f ))&
B+ f
B(C+log(B+ f ))=0
for u>0, provided that B and C are large enough. In view of (2.15), (2.16)
we also have that (4.11) is valid if CrB. Since by the Strong Maximum
Principle there exists a constant MR>0 such that ur(R, t) &MR for all
t # (0, T ), we deduce that for r=R
J=RN&1(ur+RF(0))RN&1(&MR+RF(0))<0 (4.17)
if CrB, whence (4.12). Thus, (4.10) holds with the function (4.16) where
CrBr1.
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Quasilinear Case: _>0. This analysis is a bit more complicated since
we have an additional term in the right-hand side of (4.7).
We now construct a convex function F satisfying (4.14) such that
q~ (u)#
k$
k \N&
f
F++\2 log F&
f
F+
$
0 for all u>0. (4.18)
Then (4.9) holds. Fix L>0 large enough. Since the source term f (u) in
(1.5) is the convex function we may take F(u)=*f (u) for u # (0, L) with a
constant *>0. Indeed, then
q~ (u)=
k$
k \N&
1
*
+2
kf $
k$f+0 on (0, L), (4.19)
provided that *(N+ML)&1, where
ML=2 sup
(0, L)
kf $
k$f
<. (4.20)
One can easily check that a perturbed function
F&(u)=*f (u)++f 2(u)+&f 3(u) on (0, L) (4.21)
is again a solution of (4.18) provided that |+|, |&|R*.
In the range u>L an optimal convex solution of inequality (4.18) with
coefficients of ‘‘weakly quasilinear’’ equation (1.5) has the form
F+(u)=
_+1
2
f (u)
C+log f (u)
r
c0(_+1)
2
u log#&1 u (4.22)
as u  , where Cr1 is a fixed constant.
We now show that for a given Cr1 in (4.22) by choosing *>0 small
enough and |+|, |&|R* in (4.21) these formulas define a convex C2-solution
of inequality (4.18) for all u>0. Set :=f (L)r1 and p=(C+log :)&1R1.
Then (4.21), (4.22) define a C 2-function if F&(L)=F+(L), F $&(L)=
F $+(L), F"&(L)=F"+(L), i.e.
*++:+&:2=
_+1
2
p, *+2+:+3&:2=
_+1
2
( p&p2),
(4.23)
2+:+6&:2=
_+1
2
(2p3&p2).
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This yields the following values of parameters in (4.21):
*=
_+1
2 \p+
3
2
p2+ p3+&_+12
1
C
,
+=
_+1
2
( p2+ p3)& &
_+1
:
1
C2
, (4.24)
&=
_+1
4:2
( p2+2p3)&
_+1
4:2
1
C2
.
Therefore, for any fixed Cr1 we obtain the global solution F(u) of
inequality (4.18).
Consider now inequality (4.11) for the initial function and boundary
inequality (4.12). In view of (2.15), (2.16) and (3.1) the only problem arises
in a small neighborhood of a point where u=0. Consider the case of com-
pactly supported initial data. Denote for a fixed t # [0, T ) by
‘(t)=sup[r>0 : u(r, t)>0]>0 (4.25)
the interface of the solution, and set ‘(0)=‘0 . Since k(u)&u_ and f (u)&
c0u# for small u>0, we have that as r  ‘&(t)
J&u#‘N&1(u_&#u$r+*c0‘(t)). (4.26)
Fix small $>0. In the above case of the compactly supported solution,
we study the sign of J in a small left neighborhood of the interface r=‘(t).
Namely, since #>_+1, we have that
u_&#ur# &
1
}

r
u&}, with }=#&(_+1)>1, (4.27)
and hence (4.26) yields that for any t # (0, T ) there exists *=*($)>0 small
enough and r$(t) # (‘(t)&$, ‘(t)) such that
J(r$(t), t)0. (4.28)
It also follows from (1.15) and (4.3) with F=*f, *R1, that
J(r, 0)0 in [0, r$(0)). (4.29)
In this case we first use the Maximum Principle in the set Q$T=
[0, r$(t))_(0, T ) which yields that J0 at internal points of Q$T . By
passing to the limit $  0 we arrive at (4.10).
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End of Proof. Thus, in both cases, _=0 and _>0, we have that (4.10)
is valid. Hence, taking into account (4.3) with the functions (4.16) or
(4.22), we deduce that in the domain where ur1
ur+
c0(_+1)
2
ru log} u(1+o(1))0, (4.30)
where }=#&(_+1)>1. Integrating this inequality for trT over the
interval (0, r) such that u(r, t)r1, we have that
(log u(r, t))1&}&(log u(0, t))1&}
c0(}&1)
4
r2(1+o(1)). (4.31)
Since c0=(_+1)&; and }&1=(_+1)(;&2)>0, we deduce from (4.31) that
u(r, t)exp[[(log u(0, t))1&}+c+r2(1+o(1))]&1(_+1)(;&2)], (4.32)
and hence (4.1) follows.
In order to derive (4.2), we rewrite (4.31) in terms of the function v(r, t)
given by (1.16), (1.10):
(v(r, t))2&;&(v(0, t))2&;
;&2
4
r2(1+o(1)). (4.33)
Then using estimate (3.4) in (4.33) yields
v(r, t)(T&t)&1(;&1) _k2&;; +;&24 !2+o(1)&
&1(;&2)
(4.34)
as t  T uniformly on compact subsets in !, whence estimate (4.2). This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. K
According to the above proof in the case _>0 Lemma 4.1 is also valid
for the CP if u0(r) is compactly supported. One can see that the interface
analysis (4.26)(4.29) is true for the Cauchy problem.
4.2. The CP with ;2.
Lemma 4.2. Let _>0 and ; # [;2 , 2] with ;2=(2_+1)(_+1).
Assume that (H1), (H2) hold and u0 is compactly supported. Then the
rescaled solution (1.19) of the CP for equation (1.20) satisfies as {  :
%(!, {)e&!24(1+o(1)) if ;=2 (!=r), (4.35)
%(!, {)_k2&;; &2&;4 !2+o(1)&
1(2&;)
+
if ;<2, (4.36)
uniformly on compact subsets in !.
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Proof. It is quite similar to the previous one. Finally, we arrive at the
same inequality (4.30) with }=#&(_+1) # [0, 1]. Then }=1 for ;=2
and integrating (4.30) yields
v(r, t)v(0, t) e&r24(1+o(1)). (4.37)
Therefore (3.4) with ;=2, k;=1 implies (4.35). Notice that in the case
;<2, where }<1, integrating (4.30) yields estimate (4.36) in terms of a
compactly supported function in the right-hand side. The analysis near the
interface is the same since for ;>;2 we have (4.27) with }>0, and if
;=;2 then (4.27) has the form u_&#ur=(log u)r, which is enough to obtain
(4.28), (4.29). K
Remark 4.1. In the case ; # (;1 , ;2), where the necessary upper bound
of L-norm is given in Proposition 3.2, inequality (4.36) is also valid under
the additional hypotheses on smooth initial data u0(r) with the interface at
r=‘0>0:
u$0(t)<0 on (0, ‘0), u"0(0)<0, lim
r A ‘0
(u&}0 (r))$<0. (4.38)
Then using the same technique, we conclude that there exists a small *>0
such that J(r, 0)0 for r # (0, ‘0). Using the continuity of heat flux [K],
we also have that J=0 on the interface r=‘(t). Hence by the Maximum
Principle we deduce that J0 in (0, ‘(t))_(0, T ), and the rest of the proof
remains the same.
Remark 4.2. We now show how to prove a similar upper bound in the
CP for the semilinear case _=0, ;2, which was not considered in
Lemma 4.2. The analysis of inequality (4.13) can be done in a similar way
as for _>0. Namely, for u>L we take function (4.16) with CrBr1. For
small u>0 we set F&(u)=u: with the exponent
;+1
2
<:<;. (4.39)
We assume that u0(r)  0 as r  . Since f (u)=u;(1+(1&;2)u+O(u2))
as u  0 (and for ;=2, f (u)=u2(1&u212+O(u3))), we deduce that (4.13)
is valid for uR1 (i.e. rr1) if
r2(:&1) u:&1+
;&:
:
u;&:2. (4.40)
This is true if
u:&1
2
:&1
r&2 for rr1. (4.41)
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We now take the initial function in the form
u:&10 (r)=
2
:&1
r&2
1
1&\(r)
for rr1, (4.42)
where \(r)>0 is a smooth function such that \, |\$|, |\"| are small as
r  . Then (4.41) holds. One can see that J(r, 0)=rN&1(u$0+ru:0)0 for
large r>0 provided the function \(r) satisfies
(\r2)$0 for rr1. (4.43)
For instance, \=c1r&2 with an arbitrary constant c1>0. If we also impose
on u0 # C 2 the condition 2u0+f (u0)0 in RN, then by the Maximum
Principle ut0 in RN_(0, T). For the function in (4.42) this means that
:<N(N&2)+ and in view of the lower bound in (4.39) this implies that
such : exists if ;<(N+2)(N&2)+ .
Finally, we have that for the initial data (4.42) condition (4.41) is valid
with u=u(r, t) for rr1, t # (0, T ) in a domain where uR1. Choosing as
above a suitable continuation of F(u) from the domain [u>L] to [uR1],
we arrive at the inequality J(r, t)0 in RN_(0, T). Integrating it over
(0, r) in a domain where ur1 yields a sharp upper bound of the form
(4.35) or (4.36).
5. Lower Bound for the Asymptotic Profile: Global Blow-Up
In this section we consider the general rescaled equation (1.20) with the
N-dimensional operator
A(%)=|{%| 2&m {% } ’&
1
;&1
%+%;, ’ # RN, (5.1)
and prove a lower bound of the final-time rescaled profile %(’, ) via some
‘‘semiconvexity’’ approach, which has been used in [GV2] in the case
_=0, ;=2, N=1.
5.1. Semiconvexity of the Solution.
Lemma 5.1. Let _0 and assume that (H3) holds. Then the rescaled
solution of the IBVP with ;>2 and the CP with ; # (;1 , 2] satisfies as
{  
2%&
N
2(;&1)
+O \1{+ (5.2)
uniformly on compact subsets in ’.
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Proof. As usual, we assume that u(x, t) is a classical smooth solution of
equation (1.5). In the degenerate case _>0, the analysis given below is
based on the approximation of the weak solution u(x, t) by a sequence
[u=(x, t)] of classical positive solutions to a regularized problem, see the
survey [K].
By differentiating twice equation (1.20) with the first-order operator (5.1)
we have that z=2% solves a parabolic equation of the form
z{=e&+{F(%) 2z+[2(e&+{F $(%)+1) {%&m’] } {z
+e&+{[F $(%)z2+F"(%) |{%| 2 z]+(;%;&1&1)z
+2 :
(i, j) \
2%
’i’j+
2
+;(;&1) %;&2 |{%| 2. (5.3)
Since F $(%)>0 for %>0, by CauchySchwarz inequality (cf. [AB])
:
(i, j) \
2%
’i ’j+
2

1
N \:(i)
2%
’2i +
2
=
1
N
z2, (5.4)
we obtain from (5.3) the following parabolic differential inequality
z{e&+{F 2z+[2(e&+{F $+1) {%&m’] } {z
+e&+{F" |{%| 2 z+\ 2N z+;%;&1&1+ z. (5.5)
We first consider the CP. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that for ;>;1
there holds
;%;&1&1
1
;&1
+/ ({) for {>{0 , (5.6)
where
/ ({)=o \1{+ as {  . (5.7)
Then it is easily seen that the function
z

({)=&
N
2(;&1)
&
a
{&{1
<0 (5.8)
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is a subsolution of equation (5.3) in RN_({1 , ), {1={0+1, if ar1.
Indeed, z>z

=& for {={+1 . Since F"(%)0 for %>0 (see (1.18)), by
using (5.6) we have to check that
z

$\ 2N z +
1
;&1
+/ ({)+ z for {>{1 . (5.9)
Substituting (5.8) into (5.9) and using (5.7) yield that z is a subsolution
provided that a>0 is large enough, and (5.2) follows from the inequality
zz

for r1.
In the case of the IBVP with ;>2 the same analysis can be directly
applied. In addition we need only to check that z=2% is small near the
boundary x # BR . Since by Lemma 4.1 the solution v is uniformly
bounded there, by interior regularity for uniformly parabolic equations we
conclude that |2v|C for some r=r0 # (0, R) and all t # (0, T ). Therefore
at that point
|2%|=e&{ |2v|Ce&{  0 as {  , (5.10)
and hence (5.8) is again a subsolution of (5.3) in [ |’|<r0(T&t)&m]_
({1 , ). This completes the proof. K
The semiconvexity estimate (5.2) yields several important consequences.
First, by integrating it in the symmetric case,
!1&N(!N&1%!)!&
N
2(;&1)
+O \1{+ , (5.11)
and using (3.3) we deduce the following
Corollary 5.2. As {  
%(!, {)k;&
1
4(;&1)
!2+O \1{+ (5.12)
uniformly on compact subsets in !.
Using eventual monotonicity in ! of %(!, {), from (5.2) and (3.4) we
easily derive a gradient bound with respect to the spatial variable.
Corollary 5.3. There exists constants C1>0 and {*>{1 such that in
RN_({
*
, )
|{%|C1 . (5.13)
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By using the technique from the proof of Lemma 1.4 of [AV], we have
that (5.13) implies a certain regularity in {.
Corollary 5.4. %(!, {) is Ho lder continuous in {>{
*
uniformly on
compact subsets in !.
It then follows from the corollaries that for any sequence [{k]   the
family [%( } , {k+s)] is compact in Lloc([0, ) : C(R
N)).
5.2. Global Blow-Up for ;<2. Global blow-up for ;<2 is a
straighforward consequence of (5.12), which in terms of the function v(r, t)
can be rewritten in the form
v( |x|, t)(T&t)&1(;&1)
__k;& 14(;&1) |x| 2 (T&t)(2&;)(;&1)+O \
1
|log(T&t)|+&+.
(5.14)
Theorem 5.5. Let _0, ; # (;1 , 2) and assume that (H3) holds. Then
B=RN and as t  T
v(r, t)   uniformly on the set [r(;&1)m (T&t)m],
(T&t)1(;&1) v(r, t)  k; uniformly on any compact subset in x, (5.15)
where m=(;&2)2(;&1)<0.
Proof. The first result in (5.15) follows directly from (5.14), and hence
B=RN. We have also from (5.14) that for trT
(T&t)1(;&1) v(r, t)k;+o(1) (5.16)
on any compact subset in x. Then the second limit in (5.15) follows from
(5.16) and (3.4). K
Using estimate (5.2), we now can also prove the best possible upper
estimate of L-norm which improves that given in Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 5.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1, as {  
&%( } , {)&k;+C*e
&+{(1+o(1)), +=1(_+1)(;&1), (5.17)
where
C
*
=
N(_+1)(2_+1)(_+1)
2[;(_+1)&_]
(;&1)&+_.
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Proof. It follows from equation (1.20), (5.1) and (5.2) that for large {
%{&C0e&+{(1+o(1))+|{%| 2&m {% } ’&
1
;&1
%+%;, (5.18)
where C0=N[k;(_+1)]_(_+1)2(;&1). Let (t)=&%( } , {)&&k;>0.
Then since for %k;
%;&
1
;&1
%%&k; ,
we deduce from (5.18) that for {r1
$&C0 e&+{(1+o(1))+.
Integrating this inequality over ({, ) and using the fact that ()=0 by
(3.4), we arrive at (5.17). K
6. HamiltonJacobi Equation
6.1. First Estimates of |-Limits. In this section we begin to study the
|-limit set of the orbit [%( } , {), {>{0] satisfying the parabolic equation
%{=A(%)+e&+{F(%) 2% for {>{0 , (6.1)
with initial data %0(!)=%(!, {0) and, in the case of the IBVP, with the
corresponding Dirichlet boundary condition. We have proved in Section 5
that under hypotheses (H3)
&%( } , {)&#%(0, {)=k;+O(e&+{)  k; as {  , (6.2)
|{%|C1 , 2% &C2 . (6.3)
Hence we can introduce the |-limit set, |(%0){<, as follows
|(%0)=[ f # C(RN) :_ a sequence [{j]   such that
%( } , {j)  f ( } ) as j   uniformly on any compact subset of RN].
(6.4)
(Actually, since the solution is eventually monotone the convergence is
uniform in RN.) In view of (6.2), (6.3) and monotonicity, an arbitrary ele-
ment f # |(%0) satisfies
f = f (!)0 is nonincreasing and continuous,
(6.5)
f (0)=k; , f $(0)=0, | f $|C1 , 2f&C2 .
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By passing to the limit {   in (4.2) and (4.35), (4.36) we also conclude that
f (!)_k2&;; +;&24 !2&
&1(;&2)
(_0, ;>2), (6.6)
f (!)e&!24 (_>0, ;=2), (6.7)
f (!)_k2&;; &2&;4 !2&
1(2&;)
+
(_>0, ; # [;2 , 2)). (6.8)
(Let us note that for the set of initial functions given in Remark 4.2,
estimates (6.7) and (6.8) are valid for _=0, ;=2 or ; # (1, 2).) It follows
also from (5.12) that
f (!)_k;& 14(;&1) !2&+ (_0, ;>;1). (6.9)
Since k;=(;&1)&1(;&1), the above upper and lower estimates imply that
in the case
_0, ;>2 or _>0, ; # [;2 , 2] (6.10)
we have by (6.6)(6.9) the precise behaviour of an arbitrary f # |(%0) near
the origin:
f (!)=k;&
1
4(;&1)
!2+o(!2) as !  0, (6.11)
so that there exists the derivative
f "(0)=&
1
2(;&1)
. (6.12)
Later we will assume that (6.10) holds.
Denote by M0 the set of functions f satisfying (6.5)(6.9).
6.2. HamiltonJacobi Equation. Fix an arbitrary sequence [{j]  
such that %( } , {j)  f ( } ) # |(%0) as j  . By using estimates (6.2), (6.3)
and Corollary 5.4 in passing to the limit as {={j+s   in the linear and
nonlinear terms of equation (6.1) we conclude that %( } , {j+s)  h( } , s) as
j   locally in L([0, ) : C(RN)), where h(!, s) satisfies the Hamilton
Jacobi equation
hs=A(h)#(h!)2&mh! !&
1
;&1
h+h; in RN_R+ , (HJ)
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with initial data
h(!, 0)=f (!) # |(%0) in RN. (6.13)
It follows from estimates given above that the set of functions M0 is
invariant with respect to equation (HJ), i.e., if f ( } ) # M0 then h( } , s) # M0 for
all s>0.
7. Uniform Stability for HamiltonJacobi Equation:
Asymptotic Profile
In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (HJ) on the invariant set M0 and prove con-
vergence of the type (1.13). As in (6.4), we denote by |
*
( f ) the |-limit set
of the corresponding individual orbit of (HJ) (then |
*
( f ){< by (6.2),
(6.3) and the definition of h).
According to [GV2] we now introduce the reduced |-limit set of the
equation (HJ) on M0 :
00= .
f # M0
|
*
( f ). (7.1)
7.1. Unique Stationary Solution. We begin with the analysis of the set
of stationary solutions of (HJ):
A(S)#(S$)2&mS$!&
1
;&1
S+S;=0 for !>0. (SHJ)
Then for S # M0 we have the ODE
S$=
m!
2
&_\m!2 +
2
+
1
;&1
S&S;&
12
for !>0, (7.2)
which can be easily studied in the phase-plane. Thus, we have [SGKM,
p. 295]
Proposition 7.1. For a fixed ;>1 equation (SHJ) has a unique solution
S
*
# M0 satisfying (cf. (6.11))
S
*
(!)=k;&
1
4(;&1)
!2+O(!3) as !  0. (7.3)
S$
*
<0 for all !>0 in the domain of positivity.
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(i) If ;>2 then S
*
(!)>0 everywhere and
S
*
(!)=c
*
!&2(;&2)(1+o(1)) as !  , (7.4)
where c
*
=c
*
(;)>0 is a constant.
(ii) If ; # (1, 2) then S
*
(!) vanishes at a finite point !=!
*
(;)>0,
and we set S
*
=0 for !!
*
.
(iii) If ;=2 then S
*
# M0 is calculated explicitly:
S
*
(!)={cos
2(!2)
0
for 0!?,
for !>?.
(7.5)
Remark 7.1. For all ;>1 there exists the constant solution S#k; of
(SHJ). Notice that for ;2 (SHJ) admits aso infinitely many other solu-
tions satisfying S(0)=k; . For instance if ;>2 then there exists the one-
parameter family of solutions [SA] with the behaviour
SA(!)=k;&A!1m(1+o(1)) as !  0, (7.6)
where A>0 is an arbitrary constant. Obviously, SA  M0 by (6.11), and
under assumed hypotheses the only possible self-similar profile which could
appear in the limit is S
*
# M0 .
7.2. Stability. We prove here the asymptotic stability of the unique
stationary solution of (HJ) on M0 .
Lemma 7.2. For any ;>1
00=[S*]. (7.7)
Proof. Denote by f (!) the functions given in the right-hand sides of
(6.6)(6.8) and by f

(!) denote the function in (6.9). By the definition of the
invariant set M0
f

ff for all f # M0 . (7.8)
Let h (!, s) (resp. h

(!, s)) be a unique nonnegative viscosity solution of the
equation (HJ) with initial data f (resp. f

). Observe that the general unique-
ness and comparison results for viscosity solutions of HamiltonJacobi
equations [CL1], [CL2], [CEL] can be applied to equation (HJ) after a
standard change of variables. Then by comparison we have that
h

(!, s)h(!, s)h (!, s) in RN_R+ (7.9)
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for an arbitrary solution h(!, s) of (HJ) with h(!, 0) # M0 . We now prove
that both functions, h

( } , s) and h ( } , s), converge as s   to the unique
stationary solution S
*
( } ) # M0 whence (7.7)
Consider first the solution h

(!, s). One can see that
A( f

)0 in R+ & [ f

>0]. (7.10)
Indeed, we have
A( f

)=k;;[(1&z)
;&(1&;z)]0, (7.11)
where z=!24k;(;&1) # (0, 1). Hence f

(!) is a viscosity stationary sub-
solution of equation (HJ) [CL1], [CL2] and we then conclude that
h

(!, s) does not decrease in s for all !0. (7.12)
A similar analysis can be done for h (!, s). We first note that f (!) solves
the equation (cf. (4.3), (4.10) with function (4.22) for ur1)
f $+
!
2
f ;&1=0. (7.13)
Let ;{2. Substituting f $ from (7.13) into A( f ) yields
A(f )= f ; {;&1;&2&k2&;; \
f ;&2
;&2
+
f &1
;&1+= .
Setting here f =k; w, w # (0, 1), we arrive at the following inequality
A( f )=k;;w
; {;&1;&2&
w;&2
;&2
&
1
w=0, (7.14)
which is true for all w # (0, 1). If ;=2 then we have from (6.7)
A( f )=e&!22 \1+!
2
4
&e!24+<0 for !>0. (7.15)
Thus f (!) is a viscosity stationary supersolution of (HJ) and hence
h (!, s) does not increase in s for all !0. (7.16)
It follows from (7.12) and (7.16) that by regularity there exist the limits
h

( } , s)  S

( } ), h ( } , s)  S ( } ) as s   (7.17)
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uniformly in RN and S

, S # M0 . In order to prove that these limit functions
solve stationary equation (SHJ), we notice that by (7.12) the function
h

(!, s) satisfies for any fixed M>0
|
M
0
|h
 s
(!, s)| ds#|
M
0
h
 s
(!, s) ds=h

(!, M)&h

(!, 0)k; , (7.18)
and hence the following integral converges:
|

0
|h
 s
(!, s)| dsk; for all !0. (7.19)
This implies that for an arbitrary sequence [sj]   and a fixed M>0
|h

( } , sj+M)&h
( } , sj)|=|
sj+M
sj
|h
 s
| ds|

sj
|h
 s
| ds  0 (7.20)
as j   uniformly in RN and M. Using estimate (7.20) and regularity of
h

( } , s) # M0 in passing to the limit in equation (HJ) for the function h
(!, s)
with s=sj+M   we conclude that the limit profile S # M0 is a viscosity
solution of (SHJ). The proof that S # M0 also satisfies (SHJ) is similar.
By the uniqueness result of Proposition 7.1, we have that in (7.17)
S =S

=S
*
, and then (7.9) yields stability (7.7). K
7.3. Uniform Stability. We now prove the main result about equation
(HJ).
Theorem 7.3. For any ;>1
00 is uniformly stable on M0 in L-metric. (7.21)
The uniform stability on M0 in the Lyapunov sense means that for every
=>0 there exists $=$(=)>0 such that if h(s) # M0 is a solution of (HJ)
with an arbitrary initial data h(0) # M0 satisfying
d(h(0), 00)<$, (7.22)
then
d(h(s), 00)<= for every s>0. (7.23)
(We denote by d( } , } ) the distance associated to L(RN)).
In order to prove Theorem 7.3 we need to construct different viscosity
sub and supersolutions. Let a(s) be a smooth function satisfying
0<a(s)1, a$(s)0 for s0. (7.24)
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We are looking for a subsolution of the form
h
 a
(!, s)=S
*
(‘), ‘=
!
a(s)
. (7.25)
Since S
*
solves (SHJ), we have that a.e. in RN_R+
H(h
 a
)#(h
 a
)s&A(h a
)=
a2&1
a2
g(S
*
)+\m a
2&1
a2
&
a$
a + S$*‘, (7.26)
where g(S
*
)=S
*
(;&u1)&S;
*
0 and S$
*
0. Therefore we deduce that
in the case m0
H(h
 a
)0 a.e. (7.27)
if
aa$|m| (1&a2) for s0. (7.28)
For instance,
a(s)=[1&A

e&2 |m| s]12, A

# (0, 1) (;2), (7.29)
which yields subsolution (7.25).
In the case ;>2 the existence of a similar subsolution depends on the
following property of the function
G
*
(‘)=
S$
*
(‘)‘
g(S
*
(‘))
. (7.30)
Proposition 7.4. If ;>2 then
inf
‘>0
G
*
(‘)=&
1
m
. (7.31)
Proof. It follows from (7.3) that
G
*
(0)=&2>&
1
m
. (7.32)
Then (7.4) implies that
G
*
(‘)  &
1
m
as ‘  . (7.33)
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Since G
*
(‘) is continuous, we conclude that G
*
(‘)> &1m for all ‘>0.
Otherwise, if G
*
(‘0)=&1m for some finite ‘0>0, then we have from
(SHJ) and (7.30) that S$
*
(‘0)=0 which contradicts Proposition 7.1. K
Thus for m>0 (;>2) we have from (7.26) and (7.31) that
H(h
 a
) g(S
*
)
a$
ma
, (7.34)
and hence (7.27) is valid if
a(s)#a
 0
# (0, 1) (;>2). (7.35)
For an upper solution h a(!, s) we take the function of the same form
(7.25) with
a(s)1, a$(s)0 for s0. (7.36)
Then the identity (7.26) yields that for m0
H(h a)0 a.e. (7.37)
if aa$&|m| (a2&1), which is true for
a(s)=[1+A e&2 |m| s]12, A >0 (;2). (7.38)
If m>0 then as above the suitable choice is
a(s)#a 0>1 (;>2). (7.39)
Proof of Theorem 7.3. For a fixed small $>0 set
F

$(!)=max[S*(!)&$, f
(!)],
(7.40)
F $(!)=min[S*(!)+$, f
 (!)],
so that any function f # M0 , | f&S* |<$ (cf. (7.22)), satisfies
F

$ f F $ . (7.41)
Evidently as $  0
F

$ , F $  S* uniformly in !. (7.42)
Assume first that m0 (;2). Then by the definition of the sub h
 a
and
supersolution h a (see (7.25)) there exist
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A

$=inf {A >0 : S* \
!
(1&A

)12+F $(!) for all !0=>0,
(7.43)
A $=inf {A >0 : S* \ !(1+A )12+F $(!) for all !0=>0.
It follows from (7.42) that
A

$ , A $  0 as $  0. (7.44)
Then setting A

=A

$ , A =A $ in (7.29) and (7.38), from (7.41) by com-
parison we deduce that
h
 a
hh a in RN_R+ , (7.45)
and in particular it follows from (7.29) and (7.38) that
S
* \ !(1&A

$)
12+h(!, s)S* \ !(1+A $)12+ . (7.46)
Since by (7.44) as $  0
0S
* \ !(1+A $)12+&S* \
!
(1&A

$)
12+ 0 (7.47)
uniformly in !, (7.46) implies uniform stability of the stationary solution S
*
for ;2.
Consider now the case m>0 (;>2). We first construct a suitable sub-
solution. Denote
!

$=sup[! >0 : S*(!)&$<f
(!) for all ! # (0, ! )]. (7.48)
Then we have !

$<, and also by regularity
!

$  0 as $  0. (7.49)
Since f

given in (6.9) is compactly supported, we deduce from (7.40) that
F

$(!)=[S*(!)&$]+ for !!
$ . (7.50)
Fix an arbitrary !1>0 such that f

(!1)>0. We may assume that !

$R!1
for $R1. We now take the subsolution h
 a
(!, {) given by (7.25), (7.35),
where a
 0
=a
 0
($) # (0, 1) is such that
a
 0
($)=sup[a
 0
>0 : S
*
(!a
 0
)F

$(!) on (0, !1)]<1. (7.51)
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Evidently
a
 0
($)  1 as $  0. (7.52)
In the domain !>!1 we take the subsolution h
(!, s
 $
+s) which was intro-
duced in the proof of Lemma 7.2, where the value of shifting in time, s
 $
,
is determined as follows
s
 $
=sup[s

>0 : h

(!, s

)[S
*
(!)&$]+ for !!1]. (7.53)
Then by (7.49), (7.50) and uniform convergence (7.17) with S

#S
*
we have
that
s
 $
  as $  0. (7.54)
Thus, we have defined the function
H

$(!, s)=min[S*(!a 0
), h

(!, s
 $
+s)], (7.55)
which is a viscosity subsolution of equation (HJ) in Section 6, see [CL1],
[CL2] and [CEL]. It then follows from (7.41) and (7.50), (7.51), (7.53)
that
H

$(!, 0) f (!) for !0,
and hence by comparison
H

$(!, s)h(!, s) in RN_R+. (7.56)
Since by (7.55) and (7.12) the function H

$(!, s) does not decrease in s, we
have from (7.56) that for all s>0
min[S
*
(!a
 0
), h

(!, s
 $
)]h(!, s), (7.57)
whence in view of (7.52) and (7.54) the uniform stability from below.
The construction of a supersolution H $(!, s) of a similar form is the same.
The only difference is as follows. In order to do comparison for !r1, we
introduce an extra flat supersolution h
*
(s)=Be&:s where : # (0, 1(;&1))
and B;&1[1;&1)&:], so that BR1 provided that :r1(;&1). Then
the supersolution has the form (cf. (7.55))
H $(!, s)=max[S*(!a 0), h
 (!, s $+s), h *(s)],
and the rest of the proof of the uniform stability from above is quite the
same. K
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7.4. Asymptotic Profile. We now finish the proof of the convergence in
general parabolic problem (6.1). The following result includes convergence
(1.13) of Theorem A as a particular case.
Theorem 7.5. Assume that u0 satisfies (H1), (H2) and _ and ; satisfy
(6.10). If ;2 assume also that u0 is compactly supported. Then
|(%0)=[S*]. (7.58)
Proof. Using the bounds of the rescaled function %(!, {) given in
Sections 5, 6 and Theorem 7.3 we have that all hypotheses (H1)(H3) of
Theorem 3 in [GV1] are valid. Hence
|(%0)00 , (7.59)
where 00 is the reduced |-limit set (7.1) of Equation (HJ). Then (7.59) and
Lemma 7.2 yield (7.58) completing the proof. K
Remark 7.2. Condition (6.10) allows for ; # [;2 , ) when _>0, but
only for ;>2 if _=0. Now, using Remark 4.2 we easily conclude that
(7.58) still holds for _=0 and ; # (1, 2] if u0 satisfies assumption (4.42),
(4.43) instead of being compactly supported.
8. Final-Time Profile for ;>2
In this section we derive the behaviour of the final-time profile near the
origin in the case of single point blow-up in the IBVP with ;>2. Cf. (1.14)
in Theorem A.
Theorem 8.1. Let _0, ;>2 and assume that (H1), (H2) hold. Then
v(r, T )=c
*
r&2(;&2)(1+o(1)) as r  0, (8.1)
where c
*
>0 is the constant given by (7.4) satisfying (1.15).
Proof. Using the structure of the rescaled function (1.19), we introduce
the family of functions [: , : # [0, T )],
:(x, t)==1(;&1)v( |x+! | =m, :+=t), ==T&:, (8.2)
where v(r~ , t~ ) is the corresponding solution of equation (1.17). Here the
variables r=|x|, !, t vary in the range
0rL, $|! |M, 0t1, (8.3)
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where $>0 is a fixed constant and positive constants L and M can be fixed
and arbitrarily large for :rT, i.e. for =r0. One can see that
:(x, t)#(1&t)&1(;&1) %(! , t~ ), (8.4)
where % is the rescaled function corresponding to the variables
! =
r~
(T&t~ )m
, T&t~ #=(1&t), (8.5)
so that the limit t~  T is equivalent to :  T (=  0) or t  1.
Therefore, translating the results from Sections 4 and 5 according to the
change (8.4), (8.5), we have that as :  T
[:], [ |{:|] are uniformly bounded on compact subsets (8.3). (8.6)
Indeed, by monotonicity
:(x, t):(0, t)(1&t)&1(;&1) % \ $(1&t)m , t~ + , (8.7)
and the right-hand side is bounded as t  1 by estimate (4.2). The estimate
of the spatial derivative then follows from the ‘‘semiconvexity’’ as in
Section 5. Rewriting equation (1.17) we have that : solves
(:)t==+F(:) 2:+|{:| 2+;: . (8.8)
From (8.6) and Lemma 1.4 of [AV] we conclude that uniformly on com-
pact subsets in x the solution :(x, t) is Ho lder continuous in t. By
Theorem 7.5 the corresponding initial function satisfies
:(x, 0)==1(;&1)v( |x+! | =m, :)  S* |x+! | (8.9)
as :  T uniformly on compact subsets given in (8.3).
Using a compactness argument as in Section 6, we have from (8.6)(8.9)
that as :  T
:   in L([0, 1] : Cloc(RN)), (8.10)
where  solves the following HamiltonJacobi equation
 t=|{ | 2+ ; in RN_(0, 1], (8.11)
with the initial function
 (r, 0)=S
*
|x+! |. (8.12)
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By uniqueness for HamiltonJacobi equations [CL1], [CL2], [CEL] we
then conclude that  is the unique self-similar solution
 (x, t)=(1&t)&1(;&1) S
* \ |x+! |(1&t)m+ . (8.13)
Setting here x=0, t=1, and using (7.4) we deduce that
 (0, 1)=c
*
|! |&2(;&2) for |! |$>0. (8.14)
Thus, passing to the limit x  0, t  1 in (8.10) and using known regularity
of  we deduce that for :rT
:(0, 1)#=1(;&1)v( |! | =m, T )=c* |! |
&2(;&2)(1+o(1)) (8.15)
uniformly on any compact subset |! | # [$, M]. Setting here |! | =m=r^R1
for a fixed :rT, we obtain that
v( r^, T )=c
*
r^&2(;&2)(1+o(1)), (8.16)
whence the result (8.1).
The upper bound in (1.15) follows from (4.2). In order to prove the
lower one we compare S
*
(!) with a positive solution of the problem
(P$)2&mP$!&
1
;&1
P=0 for !>0, (8.17)
P(0)=k; ; P(!) # (0, 1) for !>0, P()=0. (8.18)
Since P$(0)<0, by the Maximum Principle we have that
S
*
(!)>P(!) for !>0. (8.19)
Indeed, if S
*
intersects the function P at a point !=!
*
>0, then from
(SHJ) and (8.17) we have that at that point
(S$
*
&P$)(S$
*
+P$&m!)+S;
*
=0,
whence the contradiction since S$
*
P$, S
*
>0 and the left-hand side is
strictly positive.
By the transformation P=!2.(’), ’=log !, we derive from (8.17) the
autonomous equation
(.$)2+(4.&m) .$+4.2&.=0, (8.20)
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which can be easily integrated, see [SGKM, p. 171]. This yields
C
!
=_Z& ;&22(;&1)&
(;&2)(2(;&1))
_Z+ ;2(;&1)&
;(2(;&1))
, (8.21)
where Z=[m2+(4(;&1)) !&2P]12, and the value of a free constant C is
determined by the boundary condition in (8.18):
C=2(;&1)&;(2(;&1)). (8.22)
Since by (8.21) P(!)=C& !&2(;&2)(1+o(1)) for !r1, where C&>0 is
given in the left-hand side of (1.15), the estimate c
*
C& follows from
(8.19). K
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